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DANGER means: Severe bodily injury or death can occur to you or other personnel if the DAN-
GER statements found on this machine or in this Owner's Manual are ignored
or are not adhered to.  Read and observe all DANGER statements found in
this Owner's Manual and on your machine.

WARNING means: Injury can occur to you or to other personnel if the WARNING statements
found on your machine or in this Owner's Manual are ignored or are not
adhered to.  Read and observe all WARNING statements found in this Owner's
Manual and on your machine.

CAUTION means: Damage can occur to the machine or to other property if the CAUTION
statements found on your machine or in this Owner's Manual are ignored or are
not adhered to.  Read and observe all CAUTION statements found in this
Owner's Manual and on your machine.

DANGER: Failure to read the Owner's Manual prior to operating or servicing your Clarke American Sanders
machine could result in injury to you or to other personnel;  damage to the machine or to other
property could occur as well.  You must have training in the operation of this machine before
using it.  If you or your operator(s)  cannot read English, have this manual explained fully
before attempting to operate this machine.

DANGER: • Sanding/finishing wood floors can create an explosive or combustible environment.  Do not
operate this machine around solvents, thinners, alcohol, fuels, floor finishes, wood dust or any
other flammable materials.  Cigarette lighters, pilot lights, electrical sparks and all other sources of
ignition should be extinguished or avoided. Keep  work area well ventilated.

• Dust generated from sanding wood floors can spontaneously ignite or explode.  Promptly dispose
of any sanding dust in a metal container clear of any combustibles.  Do not dispose in a fire.

DANGER: • Electrocution could occur if the machine is being serviced while the machine is connected to a power
source.  Disconnect the power supply before servicing.

• Electrocution or fire could occur if the machine is being operated with a damaged power cord.  Keep
the power cord clear of the pad.  Always lift the cord over the machine.  Do not move the machine
by the power cord.

• Shock hazard.  Do not use the machine if it has been rained on or sprayed with water.

DANGER: To avoid injury keep hands, feet, and loose clothing away from all moving parts on the machine.
Disconnect the power cord before replacing the pad, changing the abrasive, or when servicing.  Do
not operate the machine unless all guards are in place.  Never leave the machine unattended while
connected to a power source.

WARNING: Injury can occur if protective clothing or equipment is not used while sanding.  Always wear safety
goggles, protective clothing, and dust mask while sanding.

WARNING: This sander is not to be used on pressure treated wood.  Some pressure treated woods contain
arsenic and sanding pressure treated wood produces hazardous dust.  Inhaling hazardous dust
from pressure treated wood can cause serious injury or death.  Sanding pressure treated wood
decks or uneven surfaces can damage the sander which is not covered under warranty or damage
waiver.

WARNING: Any alterations of modifications of this machine could result in damage to the machine or injury to
the operator or other bystanders.  Alterations or modifications not authorized by the manufacturer
voids any and all warranties and liabilities.

OPERATOR SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
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Introduction & Machine Specifications

The OBS-18 or OBS-18DC can be used on a variety of surfaces.  It is an ideal tool for wood flooring maintenance
and restoration work.  It is also suitable for cleaning hard surfaces such as tile or Terrazzo.
See Table 1, Page 53 for power cable specifications

Code Number 07076B 07079B / 07116A / 07122A 07081B 07083B /07115A / 07121A

07086B 07087B

Voltage/Frequency 115V/60Hz 230V/50Hz 115V/50Hz 115V/60Hz 230V/50Hz 115V/50Hz

Amperage (A) 10 5 10.5 1 0 5 10.5
Motor 1 hp 0.75 kw 0.75 kw 1hp 0.75kw 0.75kw
Pad Size 12" x 18" 305 x 457 mm 305 x 457 mm 12" x 18" 305 x 457mm 305 x 457mm

Orbits Per Minute 3600 3000 3000 3600 3000 3000
Orbit Dia. 1/4 inch 6.4 mm 6.4 mm 1/4 inch 6.4 mm 6.4 mm
Shipping Weight 125 lbs. 57 kg. 57 kg. 125 lbs. 57 kg 57 kg

Noise (dBA) 74 74 74 74 74 74
Vibration (m/s/s) 16 16 16 16 16 16

  Machine Transportation

To transport the machine, follow this procedure:

1. Unplug machine from wall outlet and wrap cord.

2. Raise and lock the handle to the upright postion.
To lock the handle, press down on the locking lever
with your foot. See figure 1.

3. Grasp the machine at the lifting sites and place in
cargo area.  See figure 2.

WARNING: The machine is heavy (125 lbs./
57kg).  to avoid injury or damage to
the machine use a firm grip and
proper lifting technique.  Get assis-
tance if necessary.

4. Secure machine to prevent movement in cargo
area.

Figure # 2

Figure # 1

OBS-18 OBS-18DCModel
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Machine Setup

To prepare the machine for use follow this procedure:

1. Familiarize yourself with the machine.  Read all
danger, warning, and caution statements and the
Operation and Parts Manual before operating the
machine.  If you or the operator are unable to read
English, have this manual fully explained before
attempting to operate this machine.

2. Install or replace pad.  The pad should be replaced
if it has become matted down to a thickness of 3/
8" or less.  To install or replace the pad, follow
these instructions:
a.) Lock handle in the upright position.
b.) Tilt the machine back until it fully rests on the

handle.
c.) Standing over the machine, remove existing

pad then center new pad over grip face.
d.) Press pad against grip face until the hooks in

the driver have set in the pad.  See figure 3.
e.) Return machine to the upright position.

CAUTION: Damage to the grip face will occur if
the machine is operated without a pad
or with a pad that is 3/8" or thinner.

WARNING: Never put yourself or let others be in
a position to get injured if the
machine should tip or fall, while
replacing the pad or changing
abrasive.

Figure # 3
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MACHINE SET-UP

This sanding machine is designed to be operated with a
remote vacuum dust collection system or with the included
dust bag.

Preparing  Remote Vacuum Dust Collection Systems

To prepare the machine for remote vacuum dust collection
systems that have a 2" hose end, follow this procedure:

1. Install 2" hose  end (figure 4, A) directly into the
exhaust tube (figure 4, B).

2. The exhaust tube can be rotated for optimum conve-
nience.

To prepare the machine for remote vacuum dust collection
systems that have a 1 ½" hose end, follow this procedure:

1. Install the 2" x 1½" hose end adaptor (Part No.
30563A) (figure 4, C) over the exhaust tube (figure 4,
B).

2. Insert 1 ½" hose end (figure 4, D) into the adaptor
(figure 4, C).

NOTE:  Start the remote vacuum collection system
before operation.

Preparing to use the included dust bag

To prepare the machine for use with the included dust bag
(Part No. 53741A), follow this procedure:

1. Install the dust bag by pressing the end onto the
exhaust tube until the ring locks into the groove (figure
5).  This is best done by pressing on the back of the
bag opening with the palm of your hand.

2. The exhaust tube can be rotated for optimum conve-
nience.

3. To remove the dust bag from the exhaust tube, pry up
the end of the bag opening to partially release the
internal rib from the groove, then pull.

4. To empty the dust bag, unzip the disposal flap and
force contents out by inverting the bag.

NOTE: For best results, empty frequently.  Follow all
warnings posted in this manual and on the dust bag.

Install the dust bag by
pressing the end onto the
exhaust tube until the ring
locks into the groove.

A
2" Hose from
vacuum system
(not included)

1.5" Hose from
vacuum system

(not included)

D

B

C
Exhaust Tube

(30563A) 2" Tube x 1.5" hose adaptor

Figure  4

Figure 5
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Operating Instructions - Sanding

To operate the machine as a sander follow this
procedure:
1. Move machine to work location.  Decide the best

approach to sanding the desired area.  When
sanding the area, work so that you are moving
away from the power supply.  This will help to
avoid entanglement with the power cord and
reduce the need to move the power cord as
frequently.

2. Install the abrasive.  Use the same procedure
outlined in MACHINE SETUP for installing the
pad, to install the abrasive.  Peel the film off the
back of the abrasive; center the abrasive over
the pad and press it against the pad.  The
adhesive on the abrasive will hold it to the pad.

NOTE: When using screen abrasive, set the
screen on the floor then move the
machine over the screen.  Lower the
machine until the pad comes to rest on
the screen.  Make sure the screen is
centered on the pad.

WARNING: Injury can occur if the machine is
connected to a power source while
installing the pad or abrasive.
Disconnect the machine before
installing the pad/abrasive.

3. Connect the machine to an appropriately fused
and grounded circuit.

4. Release the handle by pressing up on the locking
lever.  Bring the handle to a comfortable position.

CAUTION: Do not lock the handle.  Locking the
handle will prevent the machine from
resting evenly on the pad and
diminish the machine performance
and reliability.

5. Push the interlock button (1), and apply
pressure to the levers (2). To stop the machine,
release the levers (2).  See figure 6.

CAUTION: To prevent damage to the flooring
and to reduce swirling, keep the
machine in motion while the motor
is running.

NOTE: For sanding cuts and sandpaper, see page 9. Figure # 6

  Operating Instructions - Polishing

To operate the machine as a polisher follow this
procedure:

WARNING: Injury can occur if the machine is
connected to a power source while
installing the pad or abrasive.
Disconnect the machine before
installing the pad/abrasive.

1. Connect the machine to an appropriately fused
and grounded circuit.

2. Release the handle by pressing up on the locking
lever.  Bring the handle to a comfortable position.

CAUTION: Do not lock the handle.  Locking the
handle will prevent the machine from
resting evenly on the pad and
diminish the machine performance
and reliability.

3. Push the interlock button (1), and apply
pressure to the levers (2). To stop the machine,
release the levers (2).  See figure 6.

CAUTION: To prevent damage to the flooring
and to reduce swirling, keep the
machine in motion while the motor
is running.

2
1
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Troubleshooting

Problem Cause Action
Motor will not start. No power. Check power supply and connection

Interlock not depressed. Depress Interlock before activating
control lever.

Defective switch/ Bad connection Contact an authorized Clarke
American Sanders Dealer.

Motor fails to start / runs Low voltage from excessive length Use a 14 Ga extension cord, not to
sluggish. or undersized extension cord. exceed 50' length.

Defective start capacitor. Contact an authorized Clarke
American Sanders Dealer.

Defective start switch. Contact an authorized Clarke
American Sanders Dealer.

Defective start/run capacitor Contact an authorized Clarke
American Sanders Dealer.

Defective motor low voltage Contact an authorized Clarke
American Sanders Dealer.

Fuse / Circuit Breaker repeatedly Low voltage. Eliminate extension cord.
trips. Locate power source closer to

work site. Have voltage checked by
a qualifed electrician.

Bad connection. Contact an authorized Clarke
American Sanders Dealer.

Defective motor. Contact an authorized Clarke
American Sanders Dealer.
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For removing gross imperfections and restoring
20 grit evenness to old flooring.  To remove buildup of

paints and varnishes

For the first sanding of new flooring (maple, oak).
36 grit For removing minor imperfections and finishes

from old flooring.

60 grit For clean-up from initial cut 36 grit.
60 grit

       screen mesh

80 grit For final sanding of certain hardwoods.  For
80 grit clean-up of cuts (60 grit).

       screen mesh

100 grit For final sanding of certain hardwoods and
100 grit conifers where a smooth surface is desired.

       screen mesh

120 grit For final sanding of certain hardwoods and
       screen mesh conifers where a smooth surface is desired.

For leveling after initial finish coat.

150 grit For scratching surface between coats of finish
       screen mesh

180 grit For surface roughing between coats of finish.
       screen mesh

Sanding Cuts and Sandpaper

Grain Use

Initial Cut
The purpose of the initial cut is to remove old finish and gross imperfections on the floor surface.  Use a
course (20-36 grit) grain abrasive.

Final Cuts
The purpose of a finishing cut is to remove the scratches produced during the initial cut.  Use a fine (60-80
grit) grain abrasive.

If the surface remains rough after a finishing cut, it may be necessary to use an even finer grain of abrasive
(80-100grit).  Care should be taken in selecting the grit size of the abrasive.  A very fine grain will close the
pores on a wood floor making admission of a stain difficult.

If glazing or burning should occur the abrasive has dulled and must be replaced.

     Standard Professional
        Grade       Grade
    Part #/Qty.    Part #/Qty.

945950/10

945951/20

945954/20
945960/20

945955/20
945961/20

945956/20
945962/20

945963/20

945964/20


